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for checking on the double-spacing chapter thing, as requested by the editor and Board and directed by Laura. 

If Chet had given me access to the T-drive when he set this up, I'd have done it myself and spared you the 

necessity of checking and both of us the confusion/angst over my poorly worded email.Another book on the 

"popular" version of the Top 100 books was Frank Herbert's Dune, which I would recommend to anyone 

anytime: sci-fi classic.Ireland is only 9 days away; doesn't actually seem real yet, that I will be there for the first 

time in almost 16 yrs, albeit under far different circumstances than I would ever have imagined way back 

then.Things seem busy here, though there is never much to show for all the activity. Todd is away for two 

weeks which makes Buck -- incredibly needy in the best of times -- a bit of a whining handful. Keeping the 

dogs happy and manageable of late requires two walks and a swim per day. We do have a (what's the 

politically correct word?) housekeeper/cleaning woman who comes for 3-4 hrs. every other week now. 

Yesterday, I spent a big chunk of the morning running all around town trying to find vacuum/sweeper bags to 

fit this portable vacuum we had to buy for the housekeeper to use; between that and the dogs, I got very little 

else done. What's wrong with this picture? I'm beginning to think I've badly mismanaged my end of the move 

to Phoenix thing.Carolyn leaves Saturday for D.C. She's in her Washington office Monday and Tuesday.Trust 

things there are going well, though no doubt it is hectic. Hopefully, I won't have to trouble you with any action 

items before I take off, but I will surely be in touch before my departure. Take care, my friend, and my best to 

Sue and Grace.Joe
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